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Reigning Supreme
The Supreme Court decision strikingdown state anti-sodomy laws seriously escalates
the culture war —and grievously undermines our constitutional order.

by William NormanGrigg

Justice Antonin Scalia was dcvastat-
inglyblunt in his dissentingopinion in
the Supreme Court's June 26th deci

sion Lawrence v. Texas. "It is clear ... that

the Court has taken sides in the culture

war. departingfrom its role of assuring, as
neutral observer, that the democratic rules
of engagement areobserved." The Court's
revolutionary ruling struck down laws in
13 states criminalizing homosexual con
duct. That incredible usurpation by the
High Court was "the product of a law-pro
fession culture, that has largely signed on
to the so-called homosexual agenda,"
wrote Scalia.

As something other than coincidence
would have it, the decision was handed
down on the eve of nationwide "Gay
Pride" marches. It also came shortly after
the Canadian federal government's June
17th approval of a national policy intend
ed to bring "about homosexual marriage.
The media cartel eagerly exploited the op
portunity to embed in the public mind that
our nation will inevitably follow suit. "Is
Homosexual Marriage Next?" asked the
cover of the July 7th Newsweek, as CNN
reported a "Gayby Boom" — an increase
in the number of homosexual partners tot
ing trophy children to "Gay Pride" rallies.

Those who mistakenly equate freedom
with license hailed the ruling as a landmark

in the progress of human liberty. But the
decision actually expands the homosexual
lobby's ability to use federal power to re
configure private institutions. As noted
above, this would ultimately include mar
riage — the first and most important
human institution, one who.se existence

precedes that of the state.
•"Many Americans do not want persons

who openly engage in homosexual con
duct as partners in their businesses, as
scoutmasters of their children, as teachers

in their children's schools, or as boarders
in their homes," observed Justice Scalia.
"They view this as protecting themselves
and dieir families from a lifestyle that they
believe to be immoral and destructive." On



the other hand, noted Scalia. "(he Court

views it as "discrimination' which it is

the funciion of our judgments to deter."
The federal anti-discrimination man

date claimed by the Supreme Court in
Lawrence "effectively decrees the end
of all morals legislation" by states.
Scalia continued, in the decision, the

majority held that laws forbidding ho
mosexual conduct have no "rational
basis." apart from supposedly*archaic
moral standards and prejudices. State
and local laws forbidding adultery, in
cest, bestiality,child pornography, and
similar matters "cannot survive the ra

tional-basis review" used in the deci

sion. Scalia warned.

Lawrence otTers oblique but unmis
takable foreshadowing of homosexual
"marriage." Scalia acknowledged that
"the Court says that the present case
"does not involve whether the govern
ment must give formal recognition to
any relationship that homosexual per
sons seek to enter.'" Bui he warned:
"Do not believe it.... Today's opinion
dismantles the structure of constitu
tional law that has permitted a distinc
tion to be made between heterosexual
and homosexual unions, insofar as legal
recognitionof marriage is concerned."

John Lawrence and Tyron Garner (center and riglit. respectively}, applaud the news that the
Supreme Court had overturned their 1998 conviction on a misdemeanor sex charge. The Court's
decision, which struck down Texas' anti-sodomy statute, threatens all state laws regulating morality
— and may set the stage for homosexual marriage.

Anatomy of Usurpation
The central figures in the Law rence deci
sion were two homosexual men caught in
the act by Houston police during an inves
tigation of an unrelated weapons distur
bance. The homosexual pair was arrested
and convicted of violating a Texas law for
bidding homosexual conduct. The Texas
State Court of Appeals validated the con
viction, citing the Supreme Court's 1986
decision Bowers v. Hardwick. which up
held a similar law in Georgia.

The majority decision in Lawrence.
written by Reagan appointee Anthony
Kennedy, actually acknowledged that the
Texasanti-sodomy law wasconstitutional,
and in harmony with existing Supreme
Court precedents, at the lime of its en
forcement. However, continued the major
ityopinion inLawrence, theCourt's ruling
in the 1986 Bowers decision "misappre
hended the claim of liberty" made by the
plaintiffs in thai case.

In Bowers, the Court framed its decision
as a matter of upholding the reserved pow
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ing. Nor does it describe [the license to en
gage in homosexuality] ... as a "funda
mental right' or a "fundamental liberty in
terest.'" Instead, the Court simply insists
that the Texas law — and similar laws in
other states — "furthers no legitimate state
interest which can justify its intrusion into
the personal and private life of the
individual."

Will our esteemed Supreme Court jus
tices eventually make the same claim to
justify throwing out slate laws limiting

ers of slates to pass laws reflecting, and
protecting,standardsof community moral
ity. The Bowers majority also noted that
anti-sodomy laws reflect a Western moral
consensus that has endured for centuries.
However, in Lawrence, the majority
brushed aside the earlier ruling by assert
ing the newly minted principle that "the
liberty protected by the Constitution al
lows homosexuals the right to make [the]
choice" to engage in sodomy and similar
practices.

This is not to say that the
Supreme Court discovered
or invented a fundamental ThC L3\
"right" toengage in homo- «rtlirt m
sexual conduct. As Justice SOliu Ul
Scalia points out in his dis- , oversts
sent, the Bowers case con- .

eluded that a right to prac
tice homosexuality "was V. body. E
not "deeply rooted in this 5(3{0 [3
nation's history and tradi
tion.'... The Court today • itS dBSi
does not o\ errule this hold

The Lawrence decision Illustrates that a

solid majority ofthe Supreme Court has
overstepped its constitutional authority and
nowsees itself as essentially a dictatorial

body. By decree the Court can abolish any
state law provoking its disfavor or obstructing
Its desired course of social revolution.



STORY

By striking down the reserved powers of

tiie states, tlie courts abetted the growth

of the federal leviathan; by cutting down

state laws regulating morals in the name

of fighting oppression, the courts

created a free-fire zone for federal

assaults on individual liberties.

marriage to a union between a man and a
woman? Canadian Prime Minister Jean

Chretien, in announcing his cabinet's ap
proval of a framework for homosexual
marriage, invoked the Marxist conceit that
those who oppose such a development
stand on the "wrong side of history." "You
have to look at history as an evolution of
society." he claimed. The Supreme Court's
decision in Lawrence strikes the same

pose, contending that the earlier Bowers
decision was incompatible with "an
emerging awareness that liberty gives sub
stantial protection to adult persons in de
ciding how to conduct their private lives in
matters pertaining to sex."

The "emerging awareness" referred to
by the Court has inspired a string of rela
tively recent Supreme Court decisions
dealing with contraception {Criswold v.
ConnecTicut, 1965; Eisenstacit v. Bainl,
1972; Carey v. Population Seivices Inter
national. 1977) and abortion {Roe v. Wade,
1973. and Casey i'. Planned Parenthood.
1992). Each of those decisions resulted

from the Supreme Court usurping the state
governments' reserved powers to set social
policies regarding moral issues. The 1986
Bowers decision, in which the Court ob

served its constitutional limitations by de
ferring to the states' reserved powers, was
indeed out of step with that string of pre
sumptuous precedents — so it was brushed
aside in Lawrence by a Court determined
to inaugurate a new phase in our ongoing
social revolution.

The Revolutionary Judiciary
Under our Constitution, as James Madison
explained in The Federalist. No. 45, Wash
ington's powers are "few and defined."
while those retained by the states are "nu
merous and indefinite." As a creature of the

states that created it, the central ^overn-

Voiceof warning; With its Lawrence v. Texas ruling, warned Justice Antonin Scalia in his dissent,
the Supreme Court "has taken sides In the culture war, departing from its roleof assuring, as
neutral observer, that the democratic rules of engagement are observed." Rather than applying
the lawand protecting the Constitution, the Court "signed on to the so-calledhomosexual
agenda," advancing the revolutionary assault on our traditional institutions.

ment can set national policy in only a rel
ative handful of specifically defined in
stances. No branch of the federal govern
ment — the judiciary least of all — has the
constitutional authority to tell Texas or any
other state what its policy should be re
garding anti-homosexuality laws, or simi
lar laws against pornography, abortion, or
other evils.

The Lawrence decision illustrates that a

solid majority of the Supreme Court has
overstepped its constitutional authority and
now sees itself as essentially a dictatorial
body. By decree it can alter or abolish any
state law it disfavors; through judicial fiat
it can imperil fundamental social institu
tions — such as marriage and the family
— that obstruct the course of the unfold

ing social revolution.
For roughly a century, at least since the

"progressive" era of the 1890s and early
1900s. the judiciary has artfully subverted
our constitutional system through the use
of a doctrine called "substantive due

process." This doctrine is based on an Or-
wellian manipulation of language:

"process" refers to rules and guidelines:
"substantive" refers to outcomes. Simply
put, the notion of "sub.stantive due
process" authorizes the federal judiciary to
invalidate any state or local law, however
properly enacted, leading to an outcome
the feds don't like. In this way the feds
have transmuted the 14th Amendment's

guarantee that no state can deprive its cit
izens of life, liberty, or property "without
due process of law" into a warrant for the
federal government to demolish the states'
reserved powers.

In his recent book The Secret Constitu

tion. Marxist legal scholar George P.
Fletcher of the Columbia University
School of Law describes this judicial rev
olution as an outgrowth of a radical view
of the Civil War. Although the present
Constitution resembles, in many ways, its
pre-Civil War version, it has actually un
dergone what historian Caret Garreit
called a "revolution within the form," ac
cording to Fletcher. "The new order inher
its an operating Congress. Executive and
Judiciary," he observes. Although they
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have been "recast in new functions, the

forms remained the same." One significant
change is the mindset of the governing
elite, who now act on "the consciousness

of setting forth a new frameworic of gov
ernment. a structure based on values fun

damentally different from those that went
before."

"The heart of the new consensus is that

the federal government, victorious in war
fare. must continue its aggressive inter
vention in the lives of its citizens." Fletch

er declares. The 1787 Constitution gave the
federal government no power to reconfig
ure the social customs of the states that cre

ated it. much less a role in policing private
relationships. However "the liberty that
comes to the fore in the intended postbel-
lum constitutional order and under the Se

cret Constitution requires the intervention
of government." argues Fletcher. "Liberty
is born in the state's assertion of responsi
bility to oversee and prevent relationships
of oppression."

Mussolini put the proposition much
more concisely: Everything within the
state, nothing outside the state, nothing
against the state. What Fletcher describes
is a formula for federal totalitarianism dis

guised as liberation. By striking down the

states' reserved powers, the courts abetted
the growth of the federal leviathan; by cut
ting down state laws regulating morals in
the name of fighting oppression, the courts
created a free-fire zone for federal assaults

on individual liberties.

Lavender Long March
The Lawrence decision offers a critically
important warning that the revolutionary
Left has nearly completed its "long march
through the institutions" that began five
decades ago. That campaign has followed
a battle plan composed by Italian Com
munist theoretician Antonio Gram.sci. who

Internationalizing the Court
by WUIiam NormanGrigg

1 here is, of course, nothing in the Constitution to justify over
turning state laws against sodomy. That is why the Supreme
Court's Lawrence decision was necessarily based on an

"emerging awareness" springing from (among other supposed foun-
tainheads of wisdom) foreign judicial bodies. The European Court
of Human Rights, the Lawrence majority pointed out, "considered
[in 2001] a case with parallels to Bowers and [the Lawrence] case."
In that decision, the European court "held that the laws proscribing
the [homosexual] conduct were invalid under the European Conven
tion on Human Rights." That decision, insisted the Lawrence major
ity, is binding "in all countries that are members of the Council of
Europe (21 nations then, 45 nations now)," thereby supposedly il
lustrating that a license to practice homosexuality is now firmly en
trenched in Western Civilization. Elsewhere the Lawrence decision

cites a brief filed by former UN Human Rights Commissioner Mary
Robinson to validate the claim that there is an international consen

sus supporting "the protected right of homosexual adults to engage
in intimate, consensual conduct."

In his dissent, Scalia dismisses these citations of intemadonal au
thorities as "meaningless dicta." That they have no standing under
our constitutional law is obvious — but their presence in this deci
sion is neither meaningless nor harmless. They reflect an ongoing ef
fort to harmonize our judiciary with the unfolding, UN-dominated
system of international law, a campaign that would destroy the em
battled remnants of our federal system.

As The New Americ.an warned five years ago (see our Insider Re
port itementitled"GlobalizingtheSupremeCourt" in our .August 17,
1998 issue), three members of the Supreme Court — Sandra Day
O'Connor, Stephen Breyer,and Ruth Bader Ginsburg — were among
a delegation of American judges who took a 10-day, four-nation Eu
ropean tour in 1998. (Not surprisingly, those three Supreme Court
judges belong to the globalist Council on Foreign Relations, and all
three of them voted with the Lawrence majority.) That visit's purpose
was to begin the process of integrating European judicial precedents

T
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into U.S. court decisions.

"In the next century, we are going to want to draw upon judgments
from otfierjurisdictions," commented O'Connor during die tour. "We
are going to be more inclined to look at the decisions of [the Euro
pean] court ... and perhaps use them and cite them." She also pre
dicted that "we are going to see in the next century a considerable
amount of litigation coming out of [international] treaties."

During one stop on the Eu-
The Supreme Court's recent
citation of a European court

ruling reflects an ongoing
effort to harmonize our

judiciary with the unfolding,
UN-dominated system of
international "law."

ropean tour. Justice Stephen
Breyer made the telling ob
servation that many Euro
peans complain, "Why
should people in Brussels be
telling us what to do?... That
sounds like people in Tulsa
asking, 'Why should Wash
ington tell us what to do?'"
The European complaint re
flects a surrender of national

sovereignty to a supra-national ruling elite, while the American com
plaint protests the perversion of our federal system.

In a July 6th interview on ABC's This Week program, Breyer
candidly expressed the view that the U.S. Constitution is unsuit
able for the age of "globalization." Claiming that "the world real
ly, it's trite but it's true, is growing together, that through com
merce and through globalization, through the spread of democratic
institutions, through immigration into America, it's becoming more
and more one wodd of many different kinds of people. And how
they're going to live together across the world will be the challenge
and whether our Constitution and how it fits into the governing
documents of other nations I think will be a challenge for the next
generation."

Breyer, like his colleagues, swore an oath to uphold our Constitu
tion, not to vandalize it in the service of globalist ideology. The am
bitions expressed by Breyer in his interview on This Week are ade
quate grounds for impeachment. •

13
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school miisi seek to belong."
refuses admission to "any
school that refuses to ban

from its job-interview facili
ties a law firm (no matter

how small) that does not wish

to hire as a prospective part
ner a person who openly en
gages in homosexual con-

In due course, the American Law Institute's
Model Penal Code either eliminated or

trivialized sex crimes, from homosexuality

to public indecency, and set thestage for :
legalizing pornography, abortion, and
(eventually) infanticide in the form of
partial-birth abortion.

stressed the need to subvert, capture.
and reconfigure cultural institutions
to build the Total State. .Although the
pro-homosexual Lavender Revolu- i
tionclaims the mantle of liberation, I
it is actually a key element of this 4
long-term drive to destroy individ- Jm
ual rights by removing anything ^
keeping the state from exercising ^
total power.

Writing in the Winter 1996 issue
of the Marxist journal Dissent.
Michael Walzer provided several
key illustrations of the Gramscian
revolution's progress. Among the
victories won by cultural Marxists
in the "Gramscian war of position."
Walzer noted, is "the transformation

of family life." including: "rising di
vorce rales, changing sexual mores.
new household arrangements —
and. the portrayal of all this in the
media"; "The progress of secular
ization; the fading of religion in gen- Ik
eral and Christianity in particular | «
from the public sphere — class- ^
rooms, textbooks, legal codes, holi- | B
days, and so on"; and "the emer- <LA
gence of gay rights politics, and ... Prophet ot pei
the attention paid to itinthe media." Kinsey, accord

Forat least five decades. Grams- ^ militant
cian chanae asents in the legal sys- standai

7 " t • drawn on the e
tem. academe, media, social sci-

, . scientific mo
ences. and tax-exempt foundations ^
have pursued these radical cultural homosexuality
changes.The influence of these cul- Court's Lawrei
tural subversives is specifically ac- science,
knowledged by two references in the
Law rence decision — one in the dis

senting opinion, and the other in the ma- duct."
jority opinion. engine

In his dissent, Justice Scalia pointed out in the I
that the American Association of Law ry in
Schools, "to which any reputable law "Gram

Prophet ot perversion: Renowned sex researcher Alfred
Kinsey, according to his former associate James H. Jones,
was a militant homosexual determined to abolish America's
biblical standards of morality. Kinsey's research, which was
drawn on the experiences of sex offenders and the
"scientific" molestation of children (including newborns),
fueled a revolutionary effort to abolish state laws against
homosexuality, indecency, and pornography. The Supreme
Court's Lawrencedecision draws heavily on Kinsey's bogus
science.

A much more significant reference to
the work of Gramscian change agents is
found in the majorityopinion,whichnotes:
"In 1955 the American Law Institute [ALI]
promulgated the Model Penal Code and
made clear that it did noi recommend or

provide for 'criminal penalties forcon.sen-
sual sexual relations conducted in private.'"

Underwritten by grants from the Car
negie Endowment and various

"3 Rockefeller foundations, the ALI
W was the education arm of the Amer-

¥ ican Bar Association. According to
E Dr. Judith Reisman. an authority on
^ the long-term effort to subvert

America's conventional moral stan-

dards. the chief author of the ALl's
Model Penal Code "was Professor
Herbert Wechsler. acclaimed legal

I scholar at Columbia University and
formerly a confidential assistant to
President Franklin Roosevelt." He

was also a member of the National

Lawyers Guild, officially cited by a
congressional committee as a legal
front group for the Communist
Party.

Dr. Reisman observes that Wech

sler collaborated with.Mfred Kinsey.
whose 1948 studies on human sexu

ality were intended to demolish the
Judeo-Christian foundations ofIAmerican morality. Kinsey. alsoa
beneficiary of Rockefeller largesse,
was portrayed in a recent biography
by former Kinsey Institute adviser
James H. Jones as a militant homo
sexual at war with American society.

The subjects used by Kinsey as a
supposedly representative sample of
the American mainstream were re

cruited from homosexual bars and
5S, gathered from the ranks of sex of-
-a's fenders. As Jones observes in his bi-

ography. Alfred Kinsey: A
Public/Private Life, the sex re-

I' searcher's role was to free America
from Victorian "repression." But this

gyg is too modest a description: Kinsey
and his allies sought nothing less
than a new social order devoid of any
vestiges of biblical morality.

Kinsey's collaborators included Rene
Guyon, a left-wingFrenchlawyerand ped
erast who coined the saying, "sex by age
eight or else it's too late." Recalls interna
tional sexologist Dr. Harry Benjamin (an

duct." This has had an obvious impact in
engineering a pro-homosexual consensus
in the legal system — an important victo
ry in what Michael Walzer calls the
"Gramscian war of position."
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that no standards of conduct, morals,
ethics, and government are to be deemed
inviolate, that everything, including basic
moral law. is subject to change, and that it

the familiar pattern, thosecommittees were
soon established with funding from the
Rockefeller Foundation. In due course the

Model Penal Code either eliminated or
trivialized sex crimes, from homo-

sexuality to public indecency, and
set the stage for legalizing pomog-
raphy, abortion, and (eventually)
infanticide in the form of partial-
birth abortion.

The majority decision in Law-
rence is amazingly candidabout its
debt to the sexual revolution's con-
spiratorial architects. Disdaining
former Chief Justice Warren Burg-

er"s observation, in the 1986 Bou-
^9 ers decision, that homosexual prac-
KB tices "have been subject to state
||^ intervention throughout the history

of Western civilization," the Lau-
rence majority pontificates:

associate of both Kinsey and Guyon).
"Guyon developed a deconstructed legal
theory [of sexual liberation], fortifying it
with Kinsey's 'scientitlc' data. It was put
into the hands of legal radicals like
Morris Ernsi. an advocate for the
new sexual order, who handled rev
olutionary cases in his war against
the American legal order." In Ernst's
194S book American Sexiuil Behav
ior and the Kinsey Report. Kinsey
colleague Robert Dickinson claimed
that "virtually every page of the Kin
sey Report touches on somesection
of Che legal code ... a reminder that
the law. like ... our social pattern.
falls lamentably shortof beingbased
on a knowledge of facts." Harmon
izing American law with Kinsey's
perverted vision of sexual emanci
pation became the mission of Ernst
and his revolutionary associates.

Ernst was hardwired into the ^
Gramscian network: He was affili
ated with the American Civil Liber
ties Union (ACLU), the Sex Infor
mation and Education Council of
the United States (SIECUS), and
Planned Parenthood of America. He
also enjoyed close ties to Supreme
Court Justices Brandeis. Brennan.

and Frankfuner. and Judge Learned ^ j
Hand — all of whom were key judi-
cial changeagentsin removing legal Jq
protections for conventional moral- tra
ity. the traditional family, and the Su
sanctity of life. sir

Aburlesque ofmatrimony: Steve and Brent, a "couple" from
Kansas City, were among many homosexuals who traveled to
Toronto to get married after Canada's highest court ruled that
traditional marriage discriminates against homosexuals. The
Supreme Court's Lawrence decision opens the door to a
similar redefinition of marriage in America.

In all events we think that our

laws and traditions in the past
half century are of most rele
vance here. These references

[recent Supreme Court prece
dents and the 1955 ALI Model
Penal Statute] show an emerg
ing awareness that liberty gives
substantial protection to adult
persons in deciding how to con
duct their private lives in mat
ters pertaining to sex.... This
emerging recognition should
have been apparent when Bowers
was decided.

Finishing tlie Revolution
In an abortive investigation conducted in
1954. Tennessee Congressman Carroll
Reeceexposedelementsof the embryonic
Gramscian onslaught on American culture.
Reece's investigations of Kinsey's work
exposed the money trail leading back to the
Rockefeller Foundation. In short order, the

Reece Committee's valuable inquiry was
derailed, but not before it offered a timely
warning that there was an organized,
covert effort — funded by tax-exempt
foundations, and driven by left-leaning so
cial scientists and legal activists — to de
stroy our country's moral foundations.
These cultural revolutionaries, warned

Congressman Reece, sought to create a
public culture in which "there are no ab
solutes, that everything is indeterminate.
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is the part of the social scientists to take no
principle for granted as a premise in social
or juridical reasoning,howeverfundamen
tal it may hereto have been deemed to be
under our Judeo-Christian moral system."

The next year, the ALI Model Penal
Code, built entirely on the bogus assump
tions contained in the Kinsey reports, was
unveiled and submitted as a model to state

LiX of Sexual

field...."" Following

As Justice Scalia correctly noted,
this is the authentic voice of the Gramscian
cultural revolution, which has captured the
Supreme Court en route to the total con
quest of our society. •

The checks and btilunccs the Founding Fathers so

carefully crafted into the Constitution inchtdepow-
cifidmeansfor reining inan oiit-of-contraljudiciary.
For more, see the article on page 21.
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